Graduate students interested in building their own organizational and leadership coaching skills are eligible for this introduction course.

To effectively and purposefully lead and communicate in a VUCA (Volatile-Uncertain-Complex-Ambiguous) world, we are required to engage the patient, quiet and yet powerful skills of organizational (or business) coaching.

During our time together we will explore the various roots and perspectives of modern coaching (a practice that continues to emerge and evolve) while spending the balance of our time actually building the skills of coaching which center upon but are not limited to deep listening, coaching presence, business acumen, cultural dynamics and powerful questioning. We will discuss the guiding principles of effective coaching set forth by the main governing body of certified coaches, the International Coaching Federation (ICF).

What is a coach? Consider the stagecoach metaphor in that a “coach” much like a stage coach takes an important person from where they are to where they want to go. This requires the perspective of promoting the agenda of another. This act requires personal development or evolvement from habitual speaking to listening; from habitual directing to shepherding; from habitual prescribing to co-creation.

Organizational coaching, if done well, requires a real mindset shift. We will begin this shift through a collection of self-evaluative exercises designed to broaden our scope of interpretation, listening and analysis. We will also begin the year, creating a coaching baseline captured on video. This will be the “purposeful fail” from which we will grow as coaches. The middle semester classes will focus on practicing micro-sections of the 9 part coaching process culminating in a final skill demonstration at semester’s end. The main purpose of this class is three-fold:

1. To understand the roots and practices of Organizational (business) Coaching
2. To become proficient with the 3 steps of coaching: context-content-conduct and
3. To practice coaching techniques and styles

This course is intended to be practical, real world, and useful for graduate students and working professionals whose career pursuits will require a well-honed leadership skillset.
Attendance in each class session is essential to maximize learning and students are strongly encouraged to manage their schedules accordingly. Discussions and in-class practice sessions will take place—**WITHOUT OPEN LAPTOPS.** Attendance at the first and last class sessions is absolutely mandatory. Also, please understand that a critical part of coaching involving “dancing in the moment.” Though I endeavor to give you as much heads up on readings and assignments, I will “dance in the moment” with the class, meaning sometimes new assignments will emerge based on where the class goes with the material. Flexibility is a skill we will practice in many forms in this class, not just with the syllabus.

Class 1  Coaching Fundamentals
- Introduction to course expectations, materials and cadence
- Life History Approach to Coaching exercise (in-class)
  Homework: create personal life map (serves as weekly journal entry)
  Reading: *Co-Active Coaching: Chapters 1-2: The Co-Active Model/Relationships*

Class 2  Listening
- Baseline coaching conversations
- Overview “interpersonal process recall”
- Demonstration & Discussion-mutual recall”
  Homework: 1-page journal entry: Reflect on what you learned and/or what you read. What did it mean to you? What did it trigger, remind you of, make you consider?
  Reading: *Co-Active Coaching: Chapter 3: Listening*

Class 3  Intuition & Curiosity
- ORID Framework (Objective, Reflective, Interpretative, Decisional Data)
- Critical Incident Examples: “Coached well/Coached poorly”
- Review coaching videos with peers
- Introduction to Goldsmith’s Derailers, and Bungay-Stanier’s 3Ps.
  Homework: Reflection journal (Dropbox by Monday)
  Reading: *Co-Active Coaching: Chapter 4&5: Intuition and Curiosity*

Class 4  Forward & Deepen & Self-Management
- Coaching tools
- Life Wheel Activity
  Homework: Reflection journal (Dropbox by Monday)
  Reading: *Co-Active Coaching: Chapter 6: Forward & Deepen*

Class 5  Fulfillment & Balance
- Practice Entry & Contracting
- Powerful Questions
  Homework: Reflection journal (Dropbox by Monday)
  Reading: *The Coaching Habit (Carmen) Chapter 3: Focus*

Class 6  Process Review
- Context: Entry & Contracting; Developmental Frames; Situational Analysis
- Content: Feedback; Exploring Options; Planning
- Conduct: Action Strategies; Growth & Renewal; Execution
  Reading: *Co-Active Coaching: Chapter 7: Self-Management*
  *Final Case: Darcy Gallagher*

Class 7  Final Paper due (Darcy G case). We will discuss in class, too.

**Required Readings:**
- Additional Readings: Articles and case studies can be found at [http://cb.hbsp.harvard.edu/cbmp/access/51824945](http://cb.hbsp.harvard.edu/cbmp/access/51824945)
Optional Readings (if you want to further your learning. These will be used in the Advanced Coaching course (7229) as well:


**BASIS FOR GRADES:**

Monday before class please submit your Weekly Learning Journals Carmen Dropbox 50%

Class participation and attendance 25%

Prior to last class, October 4th please submit your case write up on Darcy Gallagher Performance Coaching Discussion. 25%

100%
OSU Disability Policy: The University strives to make all learning experiences as accessible as possible. If you anticipate or experience academic barriers based on your disability (including mental health, chronic or temporary medical conditions), please let me know immediately so that we can privately discuss options. You are also welcome to register with Student Life Disability Services to establish reasonable accommodations. After registration, make arrangements with me as soon as possible to discuss your accommodations so that they may be implemented in a timely fashion. SLDS contact information: slds@osu.edu; 614-292-3307; slds.osu.edu; 098 Baker Hall, 113 W. 12th Avenue.

Academic Misconduct: The Ohio State University’s Code of Student Conduct, Section 3335-23-04 defines academic misconduct as: “Any activity that tends to compromise the academic integrity of the University, or subvert the educational process.” Examples of academic misconduct include (but are not limited to) plagiarism, collusion (unauthorized collaboration), copying the work of another student, and possession of unauthorized materials during an examination. Ignorance of the University’s Code of Student Conduct is never considered an “excuse” for academic misconduct. The Ohio State University and the Committee on Academic Misconduct (COAM) expect that all students have read and understand the University’s Code of Student Conduct, and that all students will complete all academic and scholarly assignments with fairness and honesty. Failure to follow the rules and guidelines established in the University’s Code of Student Conduct may constitute “Academic Misconduct.” Sanctions for the misconduct could include a failing grade in this course and suspension or dismissal from the University. For more information, please reference: http://oaa.osu.edu/coamfaqs.html#academicmisconductstatement